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2 Institute of Astronomy, Ruhr University, DE-44780 Bohumpetrov�astro.bas.bg(Submitted on 05.07.2012; Aepted on 19.08.2012.)Abstrat. We report the main results of the joint Bulgarian-German projet for pho-tometry of edge-on galaxies suspeted to have box/peanut strutures. CCD images for 30suh galaxies were taken with the 2_m (24 galaxies) and 60_m (17 galaxies) telesopesas follows: (U), B, V, R, I CCD frames from the 2_m RCC telesope at the Rozhen Ob-servatory with typial resolution 12"/mm = 0.62"/pix with binning and rarely 0.31"/pix,CCD amera "Photometris" and (B), V, R, I frames on the 60_m telesope at the Bel-ogradhik Observatory with typial resolution of 27.5"/mm = 0.78"/pix with 3x binning,CCD amera ST�8. Standard stars in seleted lusters (M 92, NGC 7790 or M 67), bias,dark and �at �eld frames were taken every night to alibrate the observations. Typialexposure times were from 2 to 5 min, so the bulge/disk regions were lear presented. Allof the objets, observed in the optis, were redued and lassi�ed in an uniform manner.Five galaxies from the list have been relassi�ed as box/peanut ones. Surfae photometryof NGC 5610 and isophote maps of 16 other box/peanut galaxies are presented here. Theobservations and photometry data are a part of the Bulgarian Virtual Observatory.Key words: galaxies: box and peanuts, bars, surfae photometry, X�strutureIntrodutionInvestigations of the edge-on disk galaxies are very important to under-stand the formation, ages, struture and evolutions of the galaxy nuleusand the galaxies itself. New statistial data give evidene that about 50 %from the edge-on disk galaxies exhibit "box/peanut bulges". The nature ofthese box/peanut strutures, still not entirely lear, ould be examined usingmultiolour CCD observations. The main goal is to hek the mehanism offormation of these strutures - areting matter from nearby galaxies, internalinstabilities in the bulges or ombination of the reasons above. Clear shapesof the box/peanut strutures ould give us an additional evidenes to hekthe evolution steps toward Hubble sequene � from SA to SB or from Sd toS0/Sa galaxies.After �rst work of Dettmar (1989) a lot of signi�ant orrelations betweenmagnitudes, morphologial types, inlination, luminosities et. were found andmany typial X-strutures were demonstrated to show the distribution of thestars in box/peanut bulges. The aim of the projet was to get additionalobservational material for galaxies with box/peanut strutures with betterspatial resolution and to hek some bulges under question onerning vis-ibility of box/peanut harateristis. It is very important to look for traesof mergering or areting from nearby satellite galaxies - pratially no onegalaxy without satellite ontains box/peanut struture and vie versa.A lassi�ation for bulges of a omplete sample of 1350 edge-on disk galax-ies derived from the RC3 (de Vauouleurs et al., 1991) has been published inLuettike et al., (2000). As Aronia et al., (2004) show, �. . . in the ontext ofBulgarian Astronomial Journal 18(3), 2012



box/peanut galaxies 33spiral galaxy evolution the understanding of bulge formation proesses are ofentral importane. Hierarhial galaxy formation theories desribe the bulgeformation by ollapse of a primordial gas loud into lumps and a subsequentmerging of these lumps. The disk forms after this proess. Seular evolu-tion of the disk is suggested as an alternative or additional senario for bulgeformation and evolution. The frequently observed box/peanut (B/P) shapedbulges in edge-on galaxies are supposed to be related to seular evolution ef-fets in barred galaxies. . . �. The lose onnetion of bars and the b/p shape ofbulges is observationally supported by the work of Bureau & Freeman (1999).Later on �the boxy and peanut-shaped bulges are bars viewed edge-on . . . �have been on�rmed by other authors too - see e.g. Bureau et al. (2006).Vergani (2003) shows that the rate of bars in galaxies indiates the hybridsenario as likely formation mehanism for thik box/peanut bulges: Intera-tions exite the development of a bar in a disk as a response to the pertur-bation of a ompanion, the light distribution reshapes into a boxy/peanutstruture due to bukling.Athanassoula (2008) reviewes two types of "bulges", the boxy/peanutbulges (B/P) and the disy bulges. The B/P bulges �. . . are parts of barsseen edge-on, have their origin in vertial instabilities of the dis and aresomewhat shorter in extent than bars. Their stellar population is similar tothat of the inner part of the dis from whih they formed. . . The properties ofthe B/P orrelate strongly with those of the bar: stronger bars have strongerpeanuts, a more �at-topped vertial density distribution and have experienedmore buklings. . . �. He onludes �. . . it is thus lear that lassial bulges, B/Pbulges and disy bulges are three distint lasses of objets and that lumpingthem together an lead to onfusion. To avoid this, the two latter ould bealled B/P features and inner diss, respetively. . . .�.Martinez-Valpuesta (2010) shows that barred galaxies represent more than2/3 among disk galaxies. The evolution of barred galaxies is deeply in�uenedby the dynamis of the bar. Moreover, the evolution of the bar itself deter-mines the morphology of the rest of the galaxy. Using numerial simulations�how the morphology of the bar hanges with time to form a peanut/boxyshaped bulge and how these bulges are related to the bar itself in the edge-ongalaxies� have been demonstrated.1 Observations and data redutionThe observations were planned in two stages:1. Taking CCD images for a. 30 edge�on galaxies � with and withoutbox/peanut strutures to hek the validity of lassi�ations based onthe Palomar Observatory Sky Survey and heking the prominene of X-struture in di�erent olours2. Taking deep two olour frames of seleted box/peanut galaxies for detailedstudy of their bulgesTo solve the �rst the above mentioned problems following observationaldata were olleted:



34 G. Petrov, R.-J. Dettmar1. (U), B, V, R, I CCD frames at the 2-m RCC telesope on Rozhen observa-tory with typial resolution 12"/mm = 0.62"/pix with binning and rarely0.31"/pix without binning , CCD amera "Photometris" for 24 objets:� box/peanut galaxies type 1-3 - i.e. real box/peanut strutures NGC493, 669, 684, 1589, 2424, 5403, 5470, 5673, 5854 - 9 objets� Control sample of non box/peanut galaxies NGC 1032, 2549, 5014,5610, 5707, 6368, 6504, 6928, 7013, IC 4263 and UGC 8085, 9389,10214, 10227, 11571 � 15 objets.

Fig. 1. Surfae photometry results from Rozhen observations

Fig. 2. Surfae photometry of B/P galaxies from Belogradhik observations2. (B), V, R, I � frames at the 60_m telesope on Belogradhik observatorywith typial resolution of 27.5"/mm = 0.78"/px with 3x binning, CCDamera ST�8 for 17 objets:



box/peanut galaxies 35� box/peanut galaxies � NGC 128, 493, 676, 684, 1589, 2424 and UGC260 � 7 objets.� Control sample NGC 1032, 2549, 5610, 6928, 7013, 7817, IC 34, 4263,UGC 8085, 11571 � 10 objetsSeond topi of our investigations was the detailed study of deep two olorframes of seleted box/peanut galaxies. For this we observed:� 6 objets in B and R olors on the 1.23 m telesope at Calar Alto,Spain with typial exposures 25 and 15 minutes respetively - NGC 2424,4013, 4710, 4845, 5529 and 5965 and the spatial resolution of 20"/mm =0.50"/px and these and 6 more objets � NGC 3079, 5073, 5746, MGC12526, MCG 13371 and MCG 13513 in the near infrared H and K withthe MAGIC amera (Aronia & Petrov, 2001).� 6 more objets on the 2-m telesope of Rozhen Observatory with typialexposures 25 and 15 minutes in B and R olor respetively and spatialresolution of 12"/mm = 0.31"/px � NGC 128, 532, 973, 1175, 7640 andUGC 11973. The last two of them are FIR soures aording to IRASPoint Soure Catalog.Every night we got the standards in seleted lusters - M92, NGC 7790 orM67 and bias, dark and �at �eld frames to alibrate our observations. Typialexposure times for these observations were 2 to 5 min, so the bulge/diskregions are lear visible at the limiting surfae brightness for the Belogradhiksky, about 23 mag/arsec2 and for Rozhen sky, about 25 mag/arcsec2 (in V-band).

Fig. 3. Surfae photometry of NGC 5610 B/P galaxy (Petrov et al., 2005)All of the frames we got were redued in the following manner:1. Bias and Flat frames for the 2_m telesope, as well as Dark and Flatframes for the 60_m telesope data



36 G. Petrov, R.-J. Dettmar2. Removal of the osmi ray events from the frames3. Aligning of the images to get AVERAGED from several exposures framesfor eah olor4. Normalizing the data to the loal sky bakground5. Transformation of pixels in arseonds to have real images6. Determining the night sky brightness, using the observed standards7. Calibration of the images in mag/arcsec28. Getting the harateristis of bulge/disk regions to prove X�strutures �i.e. box/peanut bulges in eah olour

Fig. 4. Isophote maps of the B/P galaxies NGC 128, NGC 493, NGC 669 and NGC 676For all observed and redued images distribution of the surfae brightnesswas examined using MIDAS redution pakage. The results from Rozhen ob-servations are presented in Table 1 (Fig.1). The results from Belogradhik



box/peanut galaxies 37observations are presented in Table 2 (Fig.2). Details for all the observationsmay be found in Petrov (2008).

Fig. 5. Isophote maps of the B/P galaxies NGC 684, NGC 1589, NGC 2424 and NGC 50142 Basi results from these observationsBelow we present the basi results from the study of box/peanut galaxies:1. About 25 % of the edge�on galaxies, lassi�ed from Luettike (1999) astype 4 and 5, i.e, non box/peanut, but ellipsoidal or unlassi�ed, in fatbelong to the type 3 box/peanut bulges. Among the listed above these areNGC 5014, 5610, 6368, UGC 8085 and 9389.



38 G. Petrov, R.-J. Dettmar2. We report NGC 5610 as a new ase of an intermediately inlined barredspiral galaxy with a peanut shaped bulge (Petrov et al., 2005). The ellip-tiity and the position angle of this galaxy, measured at the isophote at 25B_mag/sq.arse, are 0.67±0.02 and 99.7±1.1 degree, respetively. Thegalaxy inlination estimated from the elliptiity is 70.7±1.2 degree. Theweight�averaged bar length, elliptiity and position angle are 17.3±0.5arse (or 5661.7±162.3 p), 0.83±0.01 and 92.1±0.6 degree, respetively.Laurikainen et al. (2011) showed �. . . boxy/peanut/x-shaped struturesare identi�ed in many barred galaxies, even though the galaxies are notseen edge-on, indiating that vertial thikening is not enough to explainthese strutures. . . � � Fig.3.

Fig. 6. Isophote maps of the B/P galaxies NGC 5403, NGC 5470, NGC 5673 and NGC5854



box/peanut galaxies 393. There is no signi�ant di�erene in the bulge/disk shapes in the di�erentolours, so, it is enough for detailed study to use e.g. B and R images.ConlusionsAll the data and results were ombined in the ommon database of the De-partment Galaxies and Cosmology of the Institute of Astronomy, BulgarianAademy of Sienes. Data are presented in FITS format and two sets of dataare available -� raw data, inluding �at �eld images and alibrating imagestoo and redued data.

Fig. 7. Isophote maps of the B/P galaxies NGC 6368, UGC 260, UGC 8085 and UGC 9389
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